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The UK’s Leading Innovative Access Solutions and Rope Access Trade Competency Training Facility

Tel: +44 1642 646068 | Email: enquiries@total-solutions-ltd.com | Web: www.total-solutions-ltd.com
LEADING THE WAY IN INNOVATIVE ACCESS SOLUTIONS

We solve access problems through the application of teamwork and considerable practical experience of our management.

We are the rope access company of choice due to our expertise, capability and over 40 years of extensive industry knowledge.

Originally established in 2008, our quality of work and close working relationships with our clients have ensured that our reputation is the best in the region.

As a full member of the Industrial Rope Access Trade Association (IRATA) and having achieved the ISO 9001:2015, ISO 18001 ISO 14001 quality standard, we prove our commitment to both safety and quality.

What We Can Do

- Painting
- Blasting
- Pipe-Work Inspection
- Ndt/Nde
- Welding And Fabrication
- Rigging And Lifting
- Insulation
- CUI
- Building Maintenance
- Electrical Installation
- Confined Space Work
- General Maintenance
- Surveys & Inspections
- Safety Systems
- Fire Protection
- Bolt Torque Testing
- Drone Inspection Services
- Specialist Suspended Platforms
- Quality Assurance Services
- All Types of Training
- Pipework Installation
- Decommissioning
- Mascoat Insulation Coating Application
CONTACT TOTAL SOLUTIONS

Whether to book our various rope access services, or to obtain information about our training facility courses, contact us today to discuss your requirements.

Tel: +44 1642 646068
Email: enquiries@total-solutions-ltd.com
Web: www.total-solutions-ltd.com
Address: Unit 7-8, Arkgrove Industrial Estate, Ross Road, TS18 2NH

OIL & GAS SERVICES
We offer a wide range of services involving the Oil & Gas industry and with our experience and knowledge we can deliver the quality.

- Painting & Blasting
- Welding & Fabrication
- Bolt Torque Tensioning
- NDT & Inspection
- Industrial Cleaning
- Corrosion Under Insulation
- Cladding and Insulation Installation and Repair
- PFP Application
- Ex-Electrical Installation
- Ex-Maintenance

SPECIALIST SERVICES
We Provide Unique Solutions in the Region.
Our skilled technicians are deployed on a vast array of different jobs that require expertise in particular trades. We undertake confined space, tank, flare stack, communication tower, overhead crane, offshore rig works as just a few examples of the dedicated work we can provide.
Operation of non-destructive testing (NDT) with CSWIP accredited inspection staff, internal SUA Inspection, Thermographic Inspection, Ultrasonic Thickness testing and Precision Inspection GVI/CVI are available.

"Quality and safety are our highest priorities, Which we demonstrate through our ISO9001, 14001, 18001 IRATA Accreditation and TRACC-EAL approvals".
PAINITING AND BLASTING

There are a number of benefits using rope access, with many challenges already achieved we never stop challenging ourselves with difficult environments and still achieving the best solutions.

REDUCES COST
At least 40% cheaper than using traditional methods.

REDUCES TIME
Mobilisation and demobilisation are generally undertaken within an hour.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY
Minimum site disruption.

PROVEN
Said to be the safest means of access in the world.

NDT AND INSPECTIONS

Working for Major Clients:
Working on large scale projects for major clients, Total Solutions has a reputation second to none.

Our qualified rope access NDT technicians use the latest tools and technologies to provide our clients with rapid and accurate testing results.

We provide inspection services both onshore and offshore, servicing the Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Utilities, Shipping and Heavy Industries.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

Complete Range of Services
Total Solutions has a pool of qualified and experienced tradesmen and women to undertake all your maintenance requirements.

We are able to undertake all your at height maintenance requirements, including painting, welding, cladding, electrical and plumbing works.

The knowledge and experience at Total Solutions have a proven track record for delivering some of the largest maintenance and repairs contracts globally.

INDUSTRIAL CLEANING

Multi-Disciplined:
Our staff are trained in the use of different cleaning methods, tools and equipment to ensure all our jobs are completed and completed properly.

Our value add to clients is our ability to provide a vast array of additional services that support the various maintenance needs of our clients.
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

Temporary Working Platforms
Our Temporary working platform is a unique method of accessing large underside locations. Installed rapidly by rope access methods, we can provide you with easy and safe access to the undersides of piers, jetties and bridges making it easy to undergo repairs and maintenance or painting and blasting.

Work Positioning Nets
Extremely safe, quick and convenient walk-on netting, enabling workers to safely access underneath a variety of structures. Perfect for pipe rack painting and blasting, under jetty/pier works, under bridge maintenance and repairs and roof and ceiling works.

FLARE STACK INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS
Total Solutions are breaking all boundaries when it comes to building flare stacks!
Pictured opposite is a recent project based out of our Kuwait operations and stands at over 90mtrs high!
For many years we have specialised in developing solutions for all of our global clients, this is just another one to be proud of!
Our training provides a gateway to a successful industry career

Our training facilities are designed with unique steel structures that have been designed with the help of 35 years experience in the industry providing the perfect environment for working at height, trade competency, GWO and decommissioning competency training.

COURSES COVERED AT OUR TRAINING FACILITY

- IRATA L1, L2 & L3
- Industrial Emergency Rescue Training
- Working at Height and Working at Height Rescue
- Confined Space and Confined Space Rescue
- Rope Access Trade Competency Certificate (TRACC)
- Asbestos Awareness / Operative Courses
- Decommissioning Competency Programs
- Decommissioning Awareness Programs
- Painting Competency
- PFP Competency
- Insulation Competency
- Rigging Competency
- Welding Competency
- Electrical Competency
- Harness Awareness Programs
- Abrasive Wheel Courses
- Manual Handling
- First Aid
- CCNSG
- LEEA Lifting & Rigging Courses
- Multiple Classroom Based Curriculum Courses

IRATA aims for zero errors and accidents in safety and work quality. It assists in the provision of appropriate educational training and certification opportunities for employment in industrial rope access.

The purpose of IRATA is to ensure that any rope access work done by its members is carried out in a safe and high quality manner. It was established in the late 1980’s following an initiative by leading rope access companies and fully supported by the HSE (Health Safety Environment).
Total Solutions have multiple dedicated training facilities that offer unique training courses. These courses take part on our custom built steel assets that provide the perfect environment for working at height, trade competency, GWO and decommissioning training.

See our assets below:

1. Working at Height and Rescue Tower
2. Confined Space and Rescue Enclosure
3. Rope Access Training and Rescue
4. TRACC / DECOM - Rope Access Competency and Rescue

We also have a purpose built trade competency structure which we combine with our rope access skills. We have a unique competency course syllabus that provides the industry with something no other training company has developed.

Why Choose Total Training?
As the leading provider of competency trade testing, we pride ourselves in offering training that will guide you in the right direction to achieving your career goals. Not only will TRACC certification give you the edge over others, following your training we can also offer comprehensive advice and assistance on how to progress your career including: providing relevant contacts within the desired Industry, advising on trade courses which may be beneficial along with CV and cover letter, but, the real synergy is that Total Solutions is also one of the UK’s Leading Rope Access Operators offering Global opportunities to successful trained candidates.
Tel: +44 1642 646068
Email: enquiries@total-solutions-ltd.com
Web: www.total-solutions-ltd.com

Total Solutions Canada - +1 905-695-1670
Accessiva - +971 557329516
Nigeria - +234 8038747745